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Abstract.   Consider new approaches that are based on the use of neural networks and neural network packages for 
analyzing and forecasting key metrics in the development of socio-economic development. The results of empirical 
analysis and forecasting of time series of regional programs for example, wage index values in the Lviv region (% of 
previous month) means the program STATISTICA Neural Networks. 
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1 Introduction 
 
Program of socio-economic development of the region - a system of targets and measures of executive bodies and local 
authorities, aimed at achieving goals in the forecast period. The main goal of this program is to solve the current 
problems, for example: cessation of production decline, stabilization, gradually increasing the volume of production and 
services taking into account the objectives and priorities, available resources and opportunities of financial and 
economic potential of the region. 

Currently, the program of socio-economic development in Ukraine include the previous understanding of 
projections, which are aimed at improving regional governance. With the development of predictive assessment is 
important to identify new approaches when the classical methods of statistical analysis (eg, time series analysis or 
regression analysis) can not adequately address the problem of forecasting. 

The purpose of the article - to propose new approaches to analyzing and forecasting key metrics in the development 
of socio-economic development of the region, which is based on the use of artificial neural networks and neural 
network packages. Highlight the results of empirical analysis of time series of regional programs and their prediction on 
the example of wage index values of Lviv region (% of previous month) by using STATISTICA Neural Networks. 

Using neural networks to develop regional programs of social and economic development makes it possible to 
successfully solve the problem of forecasting with the following conditions [1]: 

• Many opportunities – is a powerful neural network simulation that enables you to play depending on how 
complex linear and nonlinear; 

• Easy to use – neural network trained on examples automatically. From the user, of course, requires a set of 
heuristic knowledge about how to select and prepare data, select the desired network architecture and to interpret the 
results, but his level of knowledge for the application of neural networks is much more modest than using methods of 
applied statistics; 

• Attractive with intuitive point of view – neural network are based on primitive models of biological nervous 
systems. In the future development of neural models can lead to powerful tools to support decision stirred in regional 
development. 
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2 Empirical analysis and forecasting of time series of regional programs 
 
Conduct research ways to use artificial neural networks for the development of socio-economic development of Lviv 
region on the example of forecasting performance of this program means the program STATISTICA Neural Networks. 

Our goal is to modules in STATISTICA Neural Networks to create a neural network to predict the wage index values 
(% of previous month) in Lviv region on the basis of the values observed in 1996-2008 and was reflected in the 
statistical year-and site of the Department of Statistics in the Lviv region [2, 3]. 

Create a InZpl_LvObl format *. sta, which contains 156 cases for 3-oh-variables: 
• Date – date; 
• NOMINAL – indices of nominal wages in the Lviv region; 
• REAL – indices of real wages in the Lviv region. 

The technology of forecasting estimates wage index determined by methods of forecasting time series in the 
program STATISTICA Neural Networks. 

For example, set a tab on the Quick starting panel STATISTICA Neural Networks statement of the problem of 
forecasting variable NOMINAL (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1. Summary of the problem of forecasting variable NOMINAL. 

Of the following Fig. 1 shows that the analyzed variable NOMINAL choose both input and output simultaneously. 
Continue with the Intelligent Problem Solver (Wizard decisions) spread all analyzed samples three monitoring – 
training, monitoring, testing. Such a distribution of observations will be conducted for all networks to be tested with 
beams Wizard decisions. 

Set the Wizard decisions making the basic parameters for creating neural networks: 
• 100 test networks and maintain only the top 5; 
• types of neural network architectures are often used in predicting time series (Linear; PNN or GRNN – 

Probabilistic or Generalized Regression Neural Network; Three layer perceptron); 
• in tab Time Series set a log 12 as variable NOMINAL reflected monthly, and the cycle is repeated on an annual 

basis; 
• with the options tab set a detailed Feedback for Final networks only. Specify also the performance of useful 

tasks such as Generate spreadsheet of summary details when finished. 

Neural analyze the results of modeling, designed to support the prediction of time series (indicators) in the program 
of socio-economic development of the region based on dialog Results and table below the results of the models (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. Results window – Advanced tab. 

From Fig. 2 shows that the Wizard created and proposed the following best types neyromerezhnyh architectures: a 
generalized regression neural network, two linear, two multilayer perceptrons (Fig. 3): 

 Profi le : GRNN s4 1:4-102-2-1:1 ,  Index = 11
Train Perf. = 0,910356 ,  Select Perf. = 0,884081 ,  Test Perf. = 0,959870

 
a) 

 Profi le : Linear s3 1:3-1:1 ,  Index = 13
Train Perf. = 0,745801 ,  Select Perf. = 1,334523 ,  Test Perf. = 0,719645

 
b) 

 Profi le : MLP s6 1:6-2-1:1 ,  Index = 14
Train Perf. = 0,615074 ,  Select Perf. = 0,671297 ,  Test Perf. = 0,594293

 
c) 

 Profi le : MLP s6 1:6-3-1:1 ,  Index = 15
Train Perf. = 0,851079 ,  Select Perf. = 0,738380 ,  Test Perf. = 0,842528

 
d) 

Fig. 3. Network architecture, proposed Wizard decisions. 
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Based on initial estimates in the table Summary of models (see Fig. 2) shows that the most learned fifth model is a 
multilayered pertseptron MLP. His profile s6 1:6-3-1:1 identifies forecasting neural networks with parameter window 
(shift log) 6, 1st input and output variable, 6-th input neurons, 3-th hidden neuron and the 1st output neurons. 

Evaluating the 5-th neural model (statistics in the window Results of models – lower table in Fig. 2 – columns 
Productivity training, Control productivity and Test productivity ratio of standard deviations are presented in these 
samples) are: training (Train Perfection) - 0,851079 , sample (Select Perfection) - 0,738380, test (Test Perfection) - 
0,842528. Since the errors of the multilayer perceptrons are the lowest (error learning - 0.1381, error control - 0.05631, 
the error testing - 0.1219), this model (Fig. 3 - d) taking into account the performance is the best. 

In general, multilayer perceptrons shows better results than linear regression. So based on the analysis of simulation 
results can be argued that the linear data to predict performance in the programs of socio-economic development of 
regions is less than adequate, so their prognosis is better to use neural networks. 

The quality of the constructed neural network to predict the performance can be analyzed to verify the basis of: 
nevyazok during interpolation of the time series NOMINAL; summary statistics (mean and standard deviation) are 
calculated for training data and error prediction; projection time series (by clicking Time series projection in the 
window Results in Fig. 2). Specifically, the analysis of the current schedule projections NOMINAL time series shows 
that the constructed model describes neural projection time series NOMINAL, who set a User value, given its actual 
trends. 

 
 
3 Conclusion 
 
1. Analysis of existing technology development programs for socio-economic development in Ukraine confirms the 
relevance of the definition of scientific approaches to predict performance in these programs. This is a project and the 
expected value of any parameter. These values, in our view, it is reasonable to calculate using artificial neural networks, 
where classical methods of statistical analysis (eg, time series analysis or regression analysis) can not adequately solve 
the problem of forecasting. 

2. STATISTICA Neural Networks corresponds to the most modern technology and shows the best characteristics 
among neyromerezhnyh package presented today in the software market. It provides a huge number of unique features 
and will be useful not only experts on neural networks (giving them a wide range of types of neural network algorithms 
and their training) but also newcomers in the field of neural network computing – for it provides tools such as Wizard 
decisions that supports the user at all stages of the neural network. 

3. Wizard decisions package STATISTICA Neural Networks – sophisticated tool that helps you create and test 
network applications for data analysis and forecasting. Constructed many networks to solve problems, copies of the 
current set of network and passes these networks in the window Results, allowing you to check their quality in different 
ways. 

4. Custom Network Designer, available on the Quick and Advanced starting panel provides access to all the 
options that are required even the most advanced users for creating and training neural networks for their personal 
requirements. 

5. Results of empirical analysis showed that the prognosis for such indicators of socio-economic development of 
Lviv region, as indices of nominal and real wages advisable to use three-layer perceptrons MLP on account s6 1:6-3-
1:1, which identifies an artificial neural network with parameter window shift 6, 1st input and output variable, 6-th 
input neurons, 3-th hidden neuron and the 1st output neurons. 
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